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We have recieved the following statemnt from Compton hip hop / rap artist The Game's camp. It
is in response to the rumors that his house was shot up and in response to the alleged attack on
radio personality Zxulu of Washington D.C.’s WKYS.

Official Black Wall Street/Game Statements - January 28, 2005 By : SGV
January 28th, 2005
BWS Headquarters

RE: Release Official Statement

Dear Sirs:

We are contacting you because we''ve been informed that you either have statements that are
untrue or you have speculations that need to be addressed.

We appreciate your concern, and here is our official statement to the press in direct response to
the very disturbing incidents that has happened as of late. 

At this time, please find these statements as an official response to any allegations and rumors.
We''d like them dispelled immediately. We''d appreciate it if all members of the press allow fair
reports and investigations before making any assumptions. As The Game is very fond of all of
your publications, and would love to discuss these issues further, The Game has no further
comments beyond the statements below at this time:

The Radio Incident:
"We don''t understand how one discussion with DJ Zulu, of WKYS, involves The Game at all.
We are as disturbed by this incident as he is, and plan on confronting this matter head on, as
soon as time permits." 

The Attack On Our Headquarters:
"We at the Black Wall Street Headquarters are deeply disturbed that the community is not
celebrating that one of its own has made it, but yet devouring it. Yet we are not surprised by this
type of violence , as this type of violence has happened for years, but we did not expect it to
happen to us at this moment, as we are now giving back to the community. We are all safe, and
we appreciate your concerns."

Very Truly Yours,
Shemia Miller
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